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Welcome

Today’s session:

Background and progress to date

Learning Teaching Enhancement 

Strategy values

The academic experience

The student experience

Demo (a brief one!)

Q&A



Timeline

•Word

•Excel

•Various 
versions

Pre-2015

•List coverage

•Core and 
Recommended 
reading

Keylinks 
2015

•VLE support

•Improved 
bookmarking

•Reports

•eResource
selection

Talis Aspire 
2018



Timeline

•Academic pilot

•DCS 
integration

2019

•Wider rollout of 
list editing

•Covid

•Reviews 
workflow

2020

•Discovery 
integration

•Academics > 
Librarians

•Student 
features

2023



Far a bheil ionnsachadh a’ ciallachadh barrachd

Where learning means more

List content
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Where learning means more

Material types 2023/24



LTES



Supporting flexible and student-centred learning

Structured lists help students 

prioritise and focus reading.

Online access from any device 

allows flexible learning.



Supporting flexible and student-centred learning

Annotations allow academics to add their personality to list.

Siddall & Rose (2014): "left unaided, students either read everything or nothing".*

Students expressed strong desire for lecturers to state how they expect lists to be 

used. 

Providing context makes it clear what is expected of the reader and encourages 

engagement.

Currently 11247 Talis items have notes for the student.

*Siddall, G. & Rose, H. (2014). Reading lists time for a reality check? Library and Information Research 38(118), p52-73.



Other LTES values

Supporting the learner as an individual

Engaging students in reflection and research

Enriching learning through digital practice

An example: Geo-political development issues (David Skene)

https://rl.talis.com/3/uhi/lists/2A5C6DB3-0605-EE24-08AF-5FEBD051C1C9.html?


Timeline

Academic 
pilot – some 
Centre for 

History staff 
took part in 

training

May 2019

• Pilot on L7 
and L8 
modules 

• In-house roll 
out of staff 
training

Semester 
1, 2019-

2020

• Increased 
number of 
modules/ 
staff using 
Talis 

• COVID

Semester 
2, 2019-

2020

• Ran session 
at Jan 
induction for 
student lists

2023-24

core Level 7 skills module, “What is History (L7)”: https://rl.talis.com/3/uhi/lists/054AFFB4-

5BAB-18E5-7CE7-E3FB05289DF1.html 

https://rl.talis.com/3/uhi/lists/054AFFB4-5BAB-18E5-7CE7-E3FB05289DF1.html
https://rl.talis.com/3/uhi/lists/054AFFB4-5BAB-18E5-7CE7-E3FB05289DF1.html
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Where learning means more

What is 

History –

Early List 

(2019-20)
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Where learning means more

What is 

History –

Early List 

(2019-20)



Comments from staff I would say [Talis] is great at organising your 

reading list into weekly reding lists and to 

add notes for students to resources when 

you need to.  This makes it much easier for 

students to navigate and for staff to feel 

reassured that the students are reading the 

correct material each week (keeps them 

focused and prevents them from going off in 

the wrong direction).

As a Module Leader, I have found the move to Talis a 

useful and efficient one. It has allowed me to move from 

considering my module resource list as something more 

than an ordered collection of readings. It is also much more 

user-friendly for students, and I have had far fewer queries 

from students about where and how to find resources since 

we introduced it.

I find [Talis] great because if/when I find new sources that will be useful to students it takes a 

couple of minutes to update the reading list.  It is also a quick way to let students see what 

resources are available online, what are available in print only (although I have been removing 

them and replacing them with the online resources we have for accessibility for students). 



Student Feedback
During my first years at university, my interaction with Talis was limited due to my inexperience. Once I 

became familiar with its function, I realised it could a beneficial part of my study toolbox. It is now forms a 

central part of my study process, usually accessing it through Brightspace and through key word searches 

for my chosen modules. 

Having weekly materials divided into sections on Talis has made preparing and accessing reading for 

modules less daunting and accessible. This has helped me greatly during weeks when I have had a busier 

workload. Being able to quickly access key readings in this way has been helpful during class also, when a 

summary of reading may be necessary during discussion. 

The ability to search and see if a book is available at my partner college has been useful during last minute 

trips to campus. Also being able to bookmark works for each of my modules in their own easily accessible 

folder has been great. This has been especially useful in preparation for assignments and module projects, 

as I can build lists of works of use easily for later study. 

I believe the Talis lists are useful as they offer direct access to materials lectures feel will be beneficial for 

chosen modules. Talis offers a great opportunity to tailor module lists, with the further ability to prepare 

saved books in tailored lists for assignments and connected study.



Ways Forward & Concerns

Student: Small refinements that I would have 

found useful may be the option to colour 

code module and assignment lists. I always 

find coloured coded lists assists my learning. 

Also, the option to possibly read an abstract 

of a book would be helpful in some 

instances.

Staff: some students are very grateful, but 

others are too lazy to even use Talis. That is 

something I find really difficult to understand. I 

also feel that Talis is encouraging a bit of 

laziness amongst students, particularly because 

the library catalogue is not working as well as it 

used to and because students are loathe to 

search individual journals for relevant articles.

As Bond et al. have argued using technologies in higher education does not automatically lead to better 

student engagement, so providing adequate training for staff and students when new technologies are 

introduced is essential (Bond et al., 2020). 



Thank you
Tapadh leibh
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